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THE ETERNAL RETURN OF PAINTING
“... I will return with this sun, with this earth, with this eagle, with this serpent... I will return eter-

nally for this same life, identically equal, in the great and also in the small, in order to teach 

again the eternal return of all things...”

FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

A welcome to the prodigal son
I firmly believe -perhaps with an excessively idealized, but certainly sin-
cere faith- in the artist’s fidelity to those first steps, sometimes hesitant, 
sometimes sure and stable, that he takes at the dawn of his creative 
beginnings. They are those moments that, like first love, will remain fo-
rever indelible in the emulsified matter of his personal memory and his 
professional history as an artist. 

Painting -I have already said it and written it-, that old trade of light and 
darkness that seeks incessantly and illusionistically the chimerical ob-
jective of looking, understanding and representing the world with the 
only baggage of some sharp and sharpened brushes, some canvases, 
some grams of light and some tubes of colors and chromatic flavors, 
is surely one of the plastic languages that leaves a more stable and 
perennial memory in those acolytes that are initiated in its arts and in 
its parts.

These reflections come to my mind when I contemplate the new works 
that Javier Riera now proposes to us. An artist who already in the early 
90’s of the last century began his creative journey within the language 
of painting. And although with the passing, the weight and the weight 
of the years his career has evolved towards territories that -apparent-
ly- moved away from those initial pictorial precepts, the truth is that, by 
attitude, vision and vocation, I am sure that he has always continued 
to consider himself fundamentally a painter, regardless of whether he 
could use light, chemistry or pigments as materials of expression and 
creation.

Now, after a time in which, as I point out, he has been investigating other 
plastic and visual possibilities, mainly based on a constructive game of 
spaces and perceptions by means of light projections in public spaces 
and exhibition interiors, he returns, in a symptomatic and joyful sort of 
“prodigal son” to his own pictorial origins. 



Light and geometry
The new exhibition presented at the Ana Serratosa gallery consists of 
two different proposals that, at the same time, share some common 
signs of identity. On the one hand, and totally rooted in the processes 
of research, ideation and creation that Javier Riera has been carrying 
out for some years now, projecting those luminous images on public 
spaces, he presents a splendid and suggestive installation that com-
bines some of the elements of artistic construction that have beco-
me referential in his work. I am referring, without a doubt, to the use of 
geometry, generating forms that through light -that would be the other 
reference factor that I also mention- are projected on different types 
of three-dimensional surfaces, almost always natural spaces.

In this way, using very characteristic resources in his work, we can con-
template as a result an attractive play of lights, shapes, chromatic re-
gisters, spatiality and visual movement. The genesis of the work has 
its origin in a computer program, based on mathematical calculations 
that use golden numbers, Fibonacci sequences, and other strategies 
based on the science of numbers and, once again, geometry.

With these elements he manages to create a series of images of linear 
generation, polygonal and polyhedral shapes, visually very striking that 
are projected on various layers of gauze and light and transparent tex-
tile materials of different colors, which in a way reminds us of the game 
of superimpositions of the glazes -again a component properly indeb-
ted to painting-, and that create in the viewer an experience full of at-
traction, depth and rhythm. 

An experience that is not limited to the realm of contemplation, but 
also adds a spatial and relational temperature that turns the observer 
into an active part of the whole process. This last particularity, which at 
the same time is linked to the action of the displacement around the 
textile layers that host the projections, is what suggests to me a subtle 
but clear link to the mechanics usually employed by optical and kinetic 
art. The effect that this installation produces in us, through the juxtapo-
sition of all these elements, textile, chromatic, luminous, dynamic and 
spatial, is close, without falling into the emphatic, in an authentic exer-
cise of interactive visualization, full of strength and suggestion, which 
invites and incites our gaze to travel through an almost hypnotic per-
ceptual experience.

As we walk through the installation, then, we are observers, and at the 



same time we participate as spectators, in a subtle and aesthetic visual 
game that produces dynamic and changing effects in our perception, 
appearances and shades of transparencies that can remind us of the 
peculiar moiré aspect of certain textile surfaces, and that undoubted-
ly contributes to generate in this way a sensation of life, mutation and 
perceptual flow. 

To enter into the second of the exhibition proposals that Javier pre-
sents in the show, we must once again stress and insist on the seminal 
importance that geometry occupies in the conception and execution 
of his work.

“Let no one who does not know geometry enter here”, this indication, 
almost more of a warning or even a kind of warning, could be read 
by those who wanted to enter the entrance door of Plato’s Athenian 
Academy, which in reality was like entering the magical space of the 
knowledge accumulated by man up to that moment.  If you will allow 
me the imaginary license, I think that something like this could well 
be within his intentions when he resorted to the rigorous and vigorous 
precepts of geometry. 

I also remember that in a conversation we had years ago, reflected in 
a catalog published in 2006, when reflecting on the emergence in his 
work, already at that time, of incipient geometric shapes, Javier com-
mented: “It can be interpreted that the brain, when it begins to interna-
lize, perceives a geometry, or perhaps also that the states of calm of 
the brain are prone to the production of images of balance, which will 
tend to be geometric [...] probably the outside world is perceived from 
the unconscious as geometric in its essence...”.

Quite a declaration of intentions
Thus we come to the second of the proposals, which completes this 
exhibition project. A proposal that has a lot to do with the return to pain-
ting to which we also referred before. After a certain period of time 
during which Javier Riera has been moving through other territories 
apparently less imbricated in the strictly pictorial processes, such as his 
research and light incursions, the truth is that now, in a sort of peculiar 
Nietzschean eternal return -by the way, a thinker very appreciated by 
our artist- he returns to his artistic origins. Origins that are clearly mar-
ked by that trade of lights and shadows that is painting. 

And he does so by presenting a series of works that respond to a great 



extent to the precepts of this millenary art. In this way, he proposes a 
set of pieces in which color and composition play a prominent role, and 
in which the continuous presence of geometric shapes, give them a 
greater rigor and vigor, a higher structural and tectonic temperature. 
To build its genesis, he resorts to wooden planks on which he execu-
tes a varied suite of linear paths - rectilinear or curved - that are incised 
on its surface, and that respond to the same geometric shapes that he 
generates through the computer program used in the lighting installa-
tion. In these pieces we can see structures created from straight and 
orthogonal orders, along with others that arise from the competition of 
different curved variants, ellipses, parabolas, hyperbolas, etc. 

Structural forms that act as the compositional basis of each work. Along 
with this, he incorporates the chromatic register, that is to say, what ulti-
mately comes to represent the great argument of the pictorial langua-
ge. A register applied using different tonal shades that are adequately 
integrated with the incised linear structures. 

And in addition to color, another element of plastic syntax that stands 
out as an important factor in these paintings is the remarkable tactile 
dimension they reach. The artist also plays with the veins of the wood 
that allow him to create suggestive dialogues with the inscribed linear 
grooves. A game that also contributes to insinuate the objectual cha-
racter that these paintings present.

It is evident that the painting, especially since the avant-garde, always 
ends up being an object, with a physicality -never better said- very pal-
pable. For all these reasons, these new creations by Riera, even thou-
gh they are paintings, do not cease to be products that are integrated 
into the space and that, in doing so, approach the three-dimensional 
territory in which he has been operating in recent years. 

been operating in these years. In reality, the work of an authentic artist 
will always be a continuum that agglutinates and unites different stra-
tegies and results within the same thread of creation.

In short, it is therefore another way of returning to painting; or perhaps, 
to put it another way, we should add: another way of never leaving 
painting, although lately lights had been his usual brushes and colors.  

Francisco Carpio
Febrero 2022



De lo próximo y lo lejano 6, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

64 x 54 cm
3.000 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 5, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

65 x 54 cm
3.000 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 7, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

70 x 50 cm
3.000 € 



De lo próximo y lo lejano 11, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

55 x 46 cm
2.600 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 3, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

55 x 46 cm
2.600 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 8, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

55 x 46 cm
2.600 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 4, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

55 x 46 cm
2.600 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 9, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

43.5 x 32.5 cm
2.100 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 1, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

55 x 46 cm
2.600 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 10, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

35 x 27 cm
2.100 €



De lo próximo y lo lejano 12, 2022
Oil and bas-relief on Wood

35 x 27 cm
2.100 €



ST, 2022, Ed. 1/5
Variable dimensions

Digital projection and tulle
7.260 €





Javier Riera
Javier Riera  (1964, Áviles )  studied Fine Arts 

in Salamanca and the workshops on con-

temporary art in the 1980s at the Círculo de 

Bellas Artes in Madrid played an important 

role in his training. He began to exhibit his 

work in 1993 and since then he has been 

doing so regularly and has participated in 

numerous group exhibitions. Painting was 

his usual medium until 2008, when he held a 

solo exhibition at the Museo Nacional Cent-

ro de Arte Reina Sofía of a work in which he 

photographs interventions with light and 

geometry made directly on the landscape.

In the following years he continued to inves-

tigate the relationship between landscape 

and geometry, understanding the latter as 

the language prior to matter, capable of es-

tablishing with it a type of subtle resonance 

that reveals hidden qualities in the spaces in 

which he works. His institutional exhibitions 

include Noche Áurea at the Museo Nacional 

Centro de Arte Reina Sofía (2008), Secuen-

cias, Museo Barjola, Gijón (2010); Sincronici-

dad, DA2, Salamanca (2014), Luz Vulnerada, 

Centro Niemeyer, Avilés (2015), Sector Pri-

mario, MUSAC, León (collective 2015), Luz 

natural. Un vacío siempre distinto, CAB de 

Burgos (2018) and Bonaval CGAC Santiago 

de Compostela (2018).

With her exhibition in Valencia in 2012, Ala-

meda LLum, which is carried out by the gal-

lery Ana Serratosa, extends her work to the 

public space with an outdoor installation in 

which eleven light projections directly affe-

ct the vegetation of the Turia gardens. His 

trajectory of interventions in public spaces, 

usually parks and gardens, has taken him 

to places such as the Botanical Garden of 

Madrid (Gráficos Paramétricos, Luna de 

octubre 2017), the Garden of the Juan March 

Foundation (Geometrías para el solsticio, 

2019), the Bonaval Gardens in Santiago de 

Compostela (Bonaval 2018), the Florida Gar-

dens in Vitoria (Umbra Festival 2019) and El 

Retiro Park in Madrid (El eje arbóreo Luz-

Madrid Festival 2021). 

Internationally he has intervened in cities 

such as Prague, Czech Republic (Signal Fes-

tival 2016) Zagreb, Croatia (2019) Bucharest, 

Romania (Summer Well Festival 2019), Dur-

ham, England (Lumiere Festival of light 2019 

and 2022), Annecy, France (Annecy paisa-

ges 2018 and 2019), Miami, USA (A growing 

transparency 2020), Aarhus, Denmark (Ar-

hus Festuge 2021).

His work can be found in institutional colle-

ctions such as those of the Caja Madrid and 

Princess of Asturias Foundations, the New 

Pilar Citoler Collection, the Museum of Fine 

Arts of Asturias, the Bank of Spain and the 

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía.



Contact:
info@anaserratosa.com

963 509 000 · + 34 600 022 924
www.anaserratosa.com

Visiting hours:
Monday - Friday

Mornings from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Afternoons from 17:00 to 20:00 hours

*Outside these hours by appointment

Social Media:
Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin

@galeriaanaserratosa


